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Too Far Gone
Sam Bradley

This version of Never think is really lovely, so I wanted to play it and I
searched for 
tabs here, but nobody had posted it so I decided to give my try and I found out
that is 
a hard song to play. I think this is pretty accurate.

(The intro you just need to play the strings that are part of its chords)

Intro : C C/B Am C/B F C

C
So you come to me
    C/B        Am
For rest in my heart
C/B        F
Rest in my home
           C
That s all you want

I haven t seen you lately
        C/B        Am C/B  F
But you still call me baby
                   C
What about my name?

Still I stand to save your soul
               C/B       Am   C/B
Yes I stand to save your soul
       F
Before you re too far gone
       C
Before nothing can be done.

When I should have lied and

When I should have tried and
       C/B             Am
When I had no fight in me and
    C/B             F
The whole world was screaming hold on
          C
Screaming hold on.

E ------------------------------------------|
B ------------------------------------------|
G ---4-5--7-5--0-2-------4-5--9-7--0-2-4-5--|



D ------------------------------------------|
A ------------------------------------------|
E ------------------------------------------|

C
So I come to you
    C/B          Am
For rest in your heart
C/B          F
Rest in your home
         C
It s all you want

Well you learnt to hate me
        C/B       Am  C/B  F
But you still call me baby
            C
I guess you forgot my name...

Still I stand to save your soul
Yes I stand to save your soul
Before you re too far gone
Before nothing can be done.

When I should have lied and
When I should have tried and
When I had no fight in me and
The whole world was screaming hold on
Screaming hold on

( C  F )
Girl you got it all so hold on
But you got it all so wrong
Girl you got it all so hold on
But you got it all so wrong
Girl you got it all so hold on
But you got it all so wrong

Girl you got it all so hold on
But you re just too far gone...


